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DATE OF MEETING: 28/04/2005

PARTICIPATION: All members

AGENDA OF MEETING
Demonstration that will be done to course teachers. Stock management and reservation problems. Last progresses about palm investigation of Mr. Çelik. Gathering all written codes to upload to CVS.

SUMMARY and RESULTS of MEETING
We discussed demonstration that will be done to teachers. To obtain a complete program, first release of RAS-2005, we have to overcome reservation and stock management problems until next week. After this meeting we agreed on working together, rather than coding separate parts of the program. All codes that have been written up to date will send to Mr. Ekinci and be uploaded to CVS. Also we talk about GUI of the program. Because we will show first release next week, the project must have an user-friendly and efficient GUI. Team members informed about palm usage and connection problems of palm. We stipulated that by means of working together handling reservation and stock management part ended in a short time. At the weekend team members work in same place along two days.
NEXT MEETING TIME DECIDED : 05/05/2005

NOTE: For ours and the projects goods all should attend the meetings.

One with additional meeting request should inform others before 1 day of the meeting that he wants to be held on.

Thanks and Best Regards to all participators

NOTE : Although at the meeting time the name of group was different and project. manager was not assigned, after related changes this document has been changed too.
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